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Abstract 
A healthy characteristic of any research field is a 
willingness to question its own assumptions.  In this 
essay, I discuss Treiblmaier’s proposal to question the 
epistemological and methodological assumptions of 
the Information Systems field.  Treiblmaier’s proposal 
is thoughtful and provocative and reflects his deep 
knowledge of the topic and his strong desire for an 
alternative epistemological and methodological future 
for our field.  Drawing on Feyerabend, Treiblmaier 
recommends that IS researchers adopt 
epistemological anarchism, methodological anarchism, 
and “anything goes” as a guiding principle. I argue 
against all of these viewpoints.  I argue that 
epistemological anarchism will not foster research 
progress, methodological anarchism will not lead to 
major new insights, and “anything goes” as a guiding 
principle will not benefit the field.  Despite disagreeing 
with Treiblmaier’s main recommendations, I highlight 
several points that I agree are important for the field to 
address.   
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Introduction 
I thank the editors for the invitation to comment on 
Treiblmaier (2018).  I had several reactions when I first 
read the paper.  My first reaction was surprise.  The 
paper asks us to consider an “anything goes” 
approach to research, but it is written by an author 
known for his methodological work (Treiblmaier et al., 
2011; Treiblmaier & Filzmoser, 2010), published in a 
journal known to be interested in methodology 
(Elbanna, 2016; Khazanchi & Munkvold, 2000; 
Roberts & Thatcher, 2009), run by editors known for 
their methodological contributions (Petter & Gallivan, 
2004; Petter et al., 2007; Stafford, 2011).  Although we 
should not confuse the messenger with the message, 
I could not help thinking it was a surprising argument 
for these folks to make.   
My second reaction was to disagree with the three 
propositions.  Based on my education and experience, 
I believe epistemological anarchism will not foster 
research progress (Proposition 1), methodological 
anarchism will not lead to major new insights 
(Proposition 2), and “anything goes” as a guiding 
principle will not benefit the field.  In fact, as I explain 
further below, I believe all of these approaches – 
epistemological anarchism, methodological anarchism, 
and an “anything goes” mindset – would hamper the 
field.   
My third reaction was that Treiblmaier’s (2018) sub-
questions were not nearly as controversial as the three 
propositions.  For each proposition, Treiblmaier raised 
a number of sub-questions.  The less controversial 
nature of these sub-questions eased my concern with 
the paper’s overall message.  Nonetheless, some of 
the sub-questions are difficult to answer and important 
for the field to address.       
In the ensuing sections, I provide some detail on why 
I disagree with the three propositions and I then 
discuss the sub-questions he raises.  I acknowledge 
upfront that my responses are partly a function of my 
personal understanding of science and research – my 
philosophy-in-use – developed through my education 
and experience over time (Kaplan, 1964/1998).  Other 
readers may have different philosophies-in-use and, 
therefore, may react differently to Treiblmaier’s 
arguments. 
Propositions 
Proposition 1: Epistemological Anarchism Will Foster 
Research Progress in the IS Field 
Treiblmaier does not define epistemological 
anarchism.  The closest he appears to come is near 
the end of his article, where he suggests that 
epistemological anarchism “propagates openness and 
flexibility.”  If the promotion of openness and flexibility 
is all he means by the phrase “epistemological 
anarchism,” then it is uncontroversial.  Most 
researchers value openness and flexibility.  But I do 
not think he means this.   
By not providing a formal definition of epistemological 
anarchism, I assume he wants us to interpret the 
phrase using a common dictionary definition.  
According to Merriam Webster, epistemology refers to 
the theory or study of the nature and grounds of 
knowledge, especially its limits and validity, while 
anarchism refers to the practice of denying authority, 
laws, and established order (www.m-w.com).  Based 
on these definitions, epistemological anarchism could 
be defined as the position that valid knowledge can be 
a product of a scientific practice that occurs without 
any authority, law, or established order.  I think this is 
false, in two ways.   
First, science depends on a whole range of 
established orders, and the role of such orders is a 
well-studied topic (Abbott, 2001; Thornton et al., 2012).  
We are encultured into a profession with journals, 
academic departments, theories, methods, statistical 
approaches, reviewing standards, tenure standards, 
norms for academic writing, and standards for 
research ethics.  Established orders help us make 
sense of what we do and what others do (Weick, 1995).  
They influence us with and without our awareness 
(Foucault,1972).   
Second, the production of knowledge also depends on 
authority and law.  There are laws that govern 
research funding, research contracts, ethical 
standards, intellectual property rights, employment 
contracts, and so on.  The production of knowledge 
through research and journals would grind to a halt 
without them.     
In short, contrary to epistemological anarchism, the 
performance and advancement of our research 
depends on us accepting a whole host of authorities, 
laws, and established orders.  Anything does not go.   
Proposition 2: Methodological Anarchism Will Lead to 
New Insights in the IS Field 
Treiblmaier does not define methodological anarchism.  
I assume he means, much like epistemological 
anarchism, the position that scientific methods do not 
require any authority, law, or established order.  I would 
argue against this notion for the same reason I argued 
against epistemological anarchism above.     
Later in his section on methodological anarchism, 
Treiblmaier promotes methodological pluralism.  Much 
like his promotion of openness and flexibility (referred 
to above), I think this is an uncontroversial notion.  The 
IS discipline has discussed methodological pluralism 
for some time (Landry & Banville, 1992), along with 
other forms of pluralism, such as pluralism in topics 
and theories (Benbasat & Weber, 1996).  Personally, I 
always found Landry and Banville’s (1992) notion of 
disciplined pluralism to be helpful, in that it combined 
pluralism with discipline.  I have used this in my own 
work on methods for studying system usage (Burton-
Jones, 2005).  But pluralism is a far cry from anarchism.  
I can accept multiple realities, and multiple paths to 
understanding these realities, while still valuing 
authorities, rules, and established orders for doing 
research. 
Proposition 3: “Anything goes” as a Guiding Principle 
Will Benefit the IS Field 
Treiblmaier does not define what “anything goes” 
refers to.  I assume he means a combination of 
epistemological anarchism, methodological anarchism, 
and other similar practices.  For the reasons outlined 
in my responses to Propositions 1 and 2, I believe an 
“anything goes” approach would not benefit the IS field.   
In addition to my arguments above, I offer a more 
general reason against an “anything goes” approach.  
One way to view an “anything goes” approach is via a 
metaphor of a free market in economics.  Would a 
completely free market work for science?   Surely not.  
We are taught in economics that free markets suffer 
from market failure and that one of the roles of the 
public sector is to step in when market failures arise.  
It is well-known that research is one domain where 
market failure occurs and hence we see public funding 
for research all around the world.  This public funding 
comes with an implicit contract – that we, its 
beneficiaries, will take our roles seriously.  The need 
to take this role seriously is evident in prior responses 
to Feyerabend’s work (see Theocaris & Psimopoulos, 
1987).  Like them, I think we should push back 
seriously against an “anything goes” mentality.   
Sub-Questions 
In addition to his three propositions, Treiblmaier 
offered 15 sub-questions for the IS field.  Some of 
these sub-questions are empirical in nature, such as 
“Do methods really evolve over time?” and “Is the 
development of the IS field rather linear or nonlinear?”  
Researchers could study such topics empirically, and 
if they did so, they would be wise to consult the 
established orders for doing so. 
Other sub-questions were more normative or 
prescriptive in nature, such as: “Is the IS field not 
restrictive enough? Should we ‘ban’ certain methods?”  
and “Would the IS field make faster progress if we had 
an epistemological or methodological foundation 
which is unanimously agreed upon?”  These questions 
are difficult to answer objectively.  It is more likely that 
arguments would be won or lost through force of 
rhetoric.   
Of all the different questions Treiblmaier raised, the 
ones that resonated most with me were the following: 
• How stable is the epistemological foundation of 
the IS field?  
• Could there be any potential gains/losses from 
being more open?  
• Are some methods better than others? Is the level 
of sophistication of the methods important?  
• Do we have methodological blind spots?  
The common theme underlying all of these questions 
is whether we are constrained by strong norms that we 
should reconsider.  Should we question some of our 
assumptions and pursue alternative assumptions 
more aggressively?  I think these are worthwhile 
questions and they are in line with calls elsewhere for 
researchers to question the assumptions underlying 
their work (Alvesson & Sandberg, 2011).   
To give an example, I have conducted research on 
system usage for some time.  In my early work, I tried 
various ways of questioning existing assumptions in 
the field.  However, I still remember the day as 
Associate Editor I was assigned to handle Ning Nan’s 
excellent manuscript (Nan, 2011).  I remember feeling 
humbled that I had never thought to question so 
deeply the assumptions she identified, nor could I 
have developed such a robust set of alternative 
assumptions or develop a new platform of research 
based on those assumptions.   
I take a couple of lessons from this example.  First, like 
Treiblmaier argues, we need to be willing to question 
epistemological and methodological assumptions in 
the field.  Second, we need people who can not only 
question assumptions but also develop alternative 
sets of assumptions and demonstrate their usefulness.  
Nan (2011) provides an excellent example of such 
work, but our field has many others who engage in 
analogous work on different topics.   
I will also take this opportunity to raise two additional 
questions that were not in Treiblmaier’s list but that I 
hope smart people in our field can address.  First, how 
can we collectively support programs of research 
rather than single articles?  I ask this question because 
strong contributions often require sustained programs 
of research, but our publication and incentive system 
provides much stronger support for single articles than 
sustained programs.  Second, how can we conduct 
research in ways that will give us a deeper 
understanding of information systems?  That is, are 
there methods more suited than others to our field’s 
core subject matter?  If an answer to this question 
could be combined with an answer to the preceding 
question, it would offer an excellent way to plan a 
sustained research program.      
I am sure many other questions could and should be 
raised.  Such questioning is best conducted reflexively 
–questioning enough to make a difference but not too 
much to wallow in self-doubt (Weber, 2003).  While my 
experiences are anecdotal, I think we are seeing a 
healthy level of questioning in our field at the moment.  
We are seeing an influx of new theories, methods, and 
data.  Our field is becoming increasingly important as 
business and society are becoming infused with 
information technology.  We have many researchers 
willing and able to question the assumptions we 
currently rely on.  We have journals like this one ready 
to publish new and novel approaches to research.  As 
long as this trend continues, we will be in a healthy 
position. 
Conclusion 
If the question Treiblmaier (2018) is asking is whether 
“anything goes” or “anything should go,” I would argue 
that anything does not go nor should it.  We operate 
within sets of assumptions and norms, and that is to 
be expected and respected.  However, if Treiblmaier’s 
question is whether we should be ready to question 
our assumptions and be open to alternative sets of 
assumptions, I think the answer is definitely yes.  
There is always a risk in any established order that we 
fail to question why we do things the way we do and if 
a better way is possible.  We are fortunate to have 
people in our field like Treiblmaier who engage in such 
questioning. 
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